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900 GLOBAL PARTNERS UP WITH EUROPEAN BOWLING DISTRIBUTION
European Bowling Distribution (EBD), headquartered in the Netherlands is pleased to
announce a master distributor partnership with Global Manufacturing LLC, San Antonio,
Texas. EBD will handle all sales and shipping of 900 Global balls, bags and accessories
throughout their distribution network in Europe and the Middle East, including Russia and
North Africa.
Following many successful years of handling Storm and Roto Grip products, this was a
“natural” decision following the Chrisman’s investment into the San Antonio manufacturer,
as well as the appointment of Bill Supper as Vice President, Sales and Marketing.
Hans Krol, CEO of European Bowling Distribution “We are very pleased that we can add
these great brands to our existing partnerships, making product access easier and more cost
effective to the European markets. We appreciate the continued trust our manufacturing
partners place in us.’’
"Global Manufacturing LLC, the supplier of 900 Global bowling balls, bags and accessories,
3G shoes and AMF300 is very excited to partner with everyone at European Bowling
Distribution. The brands of Global Manufacturing and the logistical distribution network of
EBD is a perfect partnership and we look forward to assisting everyone at EBD in promoting
our brands in Europe", said Bill Supper.
EBD 's goal is to better serve the European bowling industry through efficient and effective
supply of bowling's major brands. EBD provides distributors with immediately accessible
products, helping to reduce the working capital needs of those local distributors. EBD is
confident Global Manufacturing LLC will be a valuable addition to the existing portfolio
distributed by European Bowling Distribution.
EBD partners most of the biggest brands in the bowling industry:
900 Global, AMF300, Dexter, Ebonite International, Kegel, QubicaAMF, Storm and Twister.
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